Cytophotomeric DNA-analysis of aspirated cells from prostatic carcinoma.
In the present study material obtained from prostatic lesions by transrectal aspiration biopsy was subjected to a comparative morphologic and cytophotometric DNA analysis. Based on the morphologic pattern, the clinical material was divided into benign lesions (prostatic hyperplasia), suspected prostatic malignancy and highly, moderately and poorly differentiated prostatic carcinoma. The cytochemical analysis, based on quantitative cytophotometric measurements of Feulgen stained nuclei, showed that cell nuclei from benign lesions (prostatic hyperplasia) exhibited the normal diploid amount of DNA. Contrary to this, cell populations from prostatic malignancies, were characterized by various degrees of heteroploidy, i.e. the existence of cells with nuclear DNA quantities increased above the normal diploid level. A general correlation between degree of heteroploidy (frequency of heteroploid cells) and degree of clinical malignancy seemed to exist; high grade malignant prostatic carcinoma (poorly differentiated) exhibited a pronounced degree of heteroploidy with more or less distinct aneuploid stemlines, whereas low-grade prostatic carcinomas (highly differentiated) were more similar to benign cell populations, in showing a large proportion of cells with a diploid DNA quantity suggesting the existence of diploid or near diploid stemlines. Cases morphologically classified as moderately differentiated prostatic carcinoma, which previously have been shown to exhibit individual variations in degree of clinical malignancy, also showed large individual variations in degree of hetyroploidy. Approximately half of these cases had cytochemical DNA characteristics similar to that of highly differentiated prostatic carcinoma in showing a modal DNA value in the diploid region, while the other half showed cytochemical characteristics similar to that of poorly differentiated prostatic carcinoma, i.e. aneuploid DNA distributions. However, no morphologiifferentiated prostatic carcinoma. In conclusion it can be stated that the present investigation suggests the possibility that quantitative cytochemical DNA analysis may be used in combination with, and offer additional information to, morphologic analysis in the malignancy grading of prostatic carcinoma. A future clinical follow-up, now in progress, will hopefully give a more definite answer to that idea.